
Make Training Awesome! 
 

 
INTRODUCING THE KNIGHT TRAINER PRO 
 

MONTREAL, QC. In the world of badminton, the Knight Trainer 
Pro radically changes training and teaching at all levels, from the 
best to the most basic. 

Following the original Knight Trainer, the world’s first 
badminton machine, comes the Knight Trainer Pro. Its 
exclusive robotic feeding system is more accurate, more 
powerful (up to 40% more distance), more versatile and more 
controllable than anything that has come before. It transforms 
how badminton players learn the basics and allows them to 
train like professionals.  

 

With the Knight Trainer Pro, you easily create drills  and even 
games for any level of play - from gentle drills for beginners to 
grueling and complex sessions for the most advanced players.  

 

 

 

Customize your training using its simple interface. 
The Knight Trainer Pro then robotically feeds up to 250 
shuttles in your chosen combinations of angles and 
placements: smashes, drives, clears, drops, net shots, 
short or long serves, whether in a selected sequence, 
or randomly, or a bit of both.  

 

Improve smash defense! 

Turn to the Knight Trainer Pro for smash defense training more intense and effective than ever 
before. Easily set it to blast thousands of smashes, rapidly and randomly, varying in angle, speed, 
and direction as you specify. Or set it to work just one type of smash at the level of difficulty 
suited to the player, or anything in between. 

Do you want to practice your doubles but don't 
have 4 players?  

No problem. With the Knight Trainer Pro, 
practice with doubles and mixed doubles drills 
and game simulations with your partner – 
basically your team against the machine. On 
the tablet, accurately target the different shot 
locations that you want, put those shots into the 
playlist, and let your doubles game improve within minutes.  

 
“A coach/player win-win for sure!” 

- Robbyn Hermitage, Badminton Pro, Club Atwater, 
Montreal 

“This allows us to train as a doubles team 
when it is just the 2 of us - or 3 now if you 

count the machine!”  
- Rahim Karmali, Canadian player 



Yes, all ages and abilities 

The Knight Trainer Pro is ideal for all ages and can be adjusted to all levels of difficulty. Train 
using the drills that are built in, or easily create and save new drills customized for each player or 
team. Next session, just open a player’s saved drill and continue the training. Personalize and 
enjoy the endless possibilities of training like the best players in the world.  

 

 

The Knight Trainer Pro transforms 
badminton training and will bring long term 
benefits to your program. 

 

 

 

Can a badminton training machine really help improve your game?  

The Knight Trainer Pro allows badminton players 
to perfect their shots dynamically. Combinations 
of movements, reflexes, skills, and consistency 
are learned much faster with the Knight Trainer 
Pro.  

Starting with your first encounter with the Knight 
Trainer Pro, you will quickly learn or improve skills 
that have taken some players years to develop.  
Use your imagination to create additional training 
customized for singles, doubles and mixed 
doubles. “Learn your court” by using the Knight 
Trainer Pro to allow players to practice their line 
calls. Don’t forget to save your drills for easier 
access for your next sessions!   

 

Yes, there’s more… 

- The Knight Trainer Pro is easy on shuttles, using feather or synthetic shuttles, new or used 

- Play games against the KTP 

- Create shot sequences based on real points,  

- Select the interval for each shot in the playlist, from 1 second to 15 seconds 

- Plug into any electrical system from 100V to 250V  

- Manually adjust the height of the mobile stand from 137cm (54”) to 213cm (84”) 

- Made in Canada, the Knight Trainer Pro comes with a 2-year guarantee, and an optional 
3rd year.  

 

The Knight Trainer Pro develops players and perfects their training. Plan your next coaching 
program with this revolutionary badminton training machine from Badminton Innovations. 

Interested in the Knight Trainer Pro for yourself, your club, school, or association? Contact us for more 
information info@KnightTrainer.com , letting us know your country, city and the name of your club. 

Share  
Knight Trainer Pro drills and points can be 
shared with other users around the world. 
You’ve created a great drill? Post the video 

and easily share the drill file. 

Some of the Training Benefits 
1 Increases range of shots, while also 
improving     
   accuracy and consistency 
2 Improves fitness and reflexes 
3 Improves movements, speed, and awareness 
of court  
4 Improves eye-hand coordination and muscle 
memory 
5 Simulate singles and doubles games so 
every player can face the challenges they need. 


